ABSTRACT Although an automotive radar system tends to be practical presently, it still needs to set up an extra device to achieve communication for vehicle. Considering system complexity and equipment costs, the research on automotive radar and communication integration has a very good application prospect. These days, there has been some research work on radar and communication integration based on the traditional LFMCW, but not involving triangle LFMCW, FSK, and MFSK waveform used typically for automotive radar, and its realization of dual function mainly depends on frequency diversity, meaning that systems need to occupy more spectrum resources. In this paper, a method on radar and communication integration with shared spectrum is proposed by using FMCW, which combines between Chirp-BOK modulation and FSK radar. In the system, communication information can be demodulated by decision on chirp polar, and target information can be extracted from phases of chirp. Moreover, to reduce the complexity of the receiver, a matching filter method is used commonly to complete the implementation of dual function in the system. However, it is necessary to note that the Doppler effect make phases of matching output change, which has an impact on target detection based on FSK. Therefore, the relationship of phases between Doppler and matching output will be analyzed first. Then, the system's operating principle, derivation of the algorithm, the limitation of system parameters selection, and simulation results are described in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the rising of the people's safe consciousness, the concept of intelligent transportation has taken this to their hearts. Its core technologies are Vehicle Collision System (VCS) and Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication (V2V), which are based on a radar system and a communication system, respectively. On the one hand, such a dual system architecture increases both the complexity and the cost of the vehicle system. Moreover, the dual system need occupy spectrum resource at the different frequency bands, which undoubtedly increases the load of spectrum resources in the current era of the lack. On the other hand, the design of radarcommunication integration has become the future development tendency, so it is valuable to combine VCS and V2V into a system. Several studies on automotive radars using FMCW are reported. The earliest anti-collision radar is based on LFMCW, which can obtain high distance and velocity resolution by the way of dechirp, but existing the couple of distance and velocity [1] . Symmetrical triangle LFMCW waveform is proposed to solve the couple problem, but ghost targets may occur in multi-target environment [2] . Triangle LFMCW with different modulate frequency slope can get the same location for real targets, but is different for ghost targets. Based on this idea, multi-slope triangle LFMCW waveform is proposed [3] , [4] , whose drawbacks are disparity of symbol length or bandwidth for each triangle waveform, and a long measurement time is needed which is a contradiction to a high update rate. So another option is FSK radar based on the idea of phase difference generated by different frequency signals for a target. It can only use phase changes between different symbols to obtain target's range and velocity, but cannot distinguish multi-targets with the same velocity. To further acquire unambiguous range and velocity measurement with coherent integration. Therefore, CFSK can achieve dual function by using information on amplitude and phase of matching output in the same frequency band. However, it's worth noting that even the envelope of matching output of Chirp is insensitive to doppler, but its phase is still affected by doppler. For this, the impact of doppler frequency on the phase of matching output of Chirp will be analyzed in section 2. The details about CFSK signal processing will be described in section 3, and the relation between system parameter setting and applicative condition is given in section 4. Finally, Simulation results will confirm the feasibility and validity of this proposed method in section 5.
II. MATCHING OUTPUT OF CHIRP WITH DOPPLER FREQUENCY
In this section, we will firstly analyze the doppler frequency effect on amplitude and phase of matching output of Chirp for use on subsequent sections. Generally, a baseband Chirp with doppler frequency is expressed as
where k, T p , A, f d are chirp-rate, symbol length, the amplitude of signal and doppler frequency, respectively. According to the Chirp's ambiguity function [13] , its matching output can be expressed as
Actually, transmitter just can produce a signal of 0 ≤ t ≤ T p instead of |t| ≤ T p /2, which lead to add an extra constant phase effected by doppler. Here, we provide a simple proof procedure based on matching on frequency domain. For a chirp of 0 ≤ t ≤ T p , its baseband signal should be expressed as when time-bandwidth product D 1, its corresponding frequency spectrum is approximated as
and frequency spectrum of matching filter on chirp is
So the matching output in frequency domain is
where
According to the inverse Fourier transform of gate function and the properties of IDFT, and let B = B − f d , its matching output in time domain is
Compare to equation (2) , it is more obvious to see that doppler frequency has impact on the envelope of matching output leading to the attenuation of amplitude, the increase of the main-lobe width. Moreover, an extra constant term associated with frequency f d are introduced so that phase at peak is not zero but
B. This point requires particular attention if phase of chirp is used.
III. DUAL FUNCTION SYSTEM A. CFSK SIGNAL MODEL
The block diagram of proposed CFSK system is illustrated in Fig. 2 . To obtain CFSK signals, binary data d [n] = 1 or 0 is firstly passed through Chirp-BOK modulation with symbol interval T p , then it is multiplied by FSK with a frequency offset f shift . Here, we assume that even symbol is one without frequency offset and odd symbol is one with frequency offset. So the mathematic expression of CFSK transmitted with N symbols is given by
where t is sampling time, f 0 is the RF carrier frequency, and u i (t) is the baseband chirp signal of bandwidth B and chirp-rate k for ith symbol, can be expressed as
and
Here, Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the time-frequency diagram and data stream of transmitted signal.
Then transmitted CFSK signal will be sent to receiver 2 of vehicle B, and echo signal reflected from vehicle B will go back to receiver 1 of vehicle A, as shown below.
Suppose that the distance between A and B is R 0 , and velocity of vehicle B is v relative to vehicle A, so
The delay of signal transmitted to receiver 1:
The delay of signal reflected from receiver 2: So the both of received signal can be expressed as
Viewed from signal models in both receivers, its difference is just a factor of twice delay. So signal model can also take equation (9) as an example in subsequent sections, and the both signal processing steps can be the same, as shown in Fig.5 . But it needs to note that the reference time point for target detection turns to be moment of frame synchronization instead of initial time of signal transmitted. Following signal processing is divided into two parts: the first one is demodulation module and the second one is target detection module.
B. DEMODULATION MODULE
There are two mixing channels of frequency f 1 = f 0 and 
After echo signal is passed by two mixers, both baseband signal of expression of amplitude normalized are
After chirp frame synchronization, sampling time forisymbol can be denoted as t = t + iT p + 2R/c, t ∈ [0, T p − T s ], where t is fast sampling time in a symbol. And the time delay generated by target can be represented as [14] 
So equation (13) and (14) turn into
Then even and odd symbol can be extracted from channel 1 and channel 2, respectively. And its results are as following Let i = 2n, n = 0, 1, 2 · · · N 2 − 1 in equation (13) for even symbol, thus Let (14) for odd symbol, thus
Afterward, baseband chirp enters Chirp-BOK demodulation, its symbol decision is based on matching filter output of up-chirp and down-chirp. So to further analyze the impact on demodulation from target motion, we give the following four cases about matching filter output of up-chirp and down-chirp in both channels
Case 1: when data is 1 for S 1_base_even t , 2n , according to the derivation in section II and considering v c, the matching filter output towards up-chirp can be simplified as
Note that the magnitude is used for symbol decision but not utilizing its phase, so we need only focus on their envelope s match_up t , 2n
Case 2: when data is 0 for S 1_base_even t , 2n , the matching filter output towards down-chirp is
Case 3: when data is 1 for S 2_base_odd t , 2n + 1 , the matching filter output towards up-chirp is
Case 4: when data is 0 for S 2_base_odd t , 2n + 1 , the matching filter output towards down-chirp is
Seen from case 1 to 4, the location at peak is walking with velocity of target, so the symbol synchronization will be affected due to adopt peak detection for chirp-BOK demodulation. Among them, the terms of range coupling shift caused by velocity for matching output is ±f d /k and ±f d2 /k, indicates that different polar chirp-rate signal produces moving at different directions, and the value of movement for different frequency carriers is not the same. On the other hand, the terms of peak walking caused by target motion for the period of multiple symbols is 2nT p 2v/c and (2n + 1) T p 2v/c. Besides, 4vR/c 2 is a constant range shift term. These factors will impact on symbol decision and phase extracted from peak, but 4vR/c 2 can be generally neglected due to v c, and others can be tolerated if it satisfies that peak shift is less than a width of mainlobe 1/B, that meeting the following conditions
Above condition suggests that peak walking can be avoided by suitable setting system parameters. After that, we can make symbol decisions to get bit data in different channels, according to comparison between up-chirp and down-chirp on the magnitude of matching filter output at the symbol decision point, as shown at t = 0 in Fig. 6 . Finally, bit stream can be obtained through parallel to single module.
C. TARGET DETECTION MODULE
In consideration of loading communication information only on magnitude instead of phases, changes in signal's phase mirror the information on moving targets. Therefore, phase is extracted from each symbol to detect target, and block diagram of target detection module is shown as Fig. 7 . Notice, in a single target scene or only for first-arrival path estimation, phases can be extracted from symbol decision points to moving target detection (MTD). But in multiple targets scene, it need utilize all samples in symbol to MTD.
In order to more clearly illustrate the relationship between phase and information on target, it is just to take a single target scene for example in this section. So we need only focus on phases of symbol decision point under the equation (24), and give the following two cases about phases according to equation (19) .
Case 1: whether data is 1 or 0 for S 1_base_even (0, 2n), the phase of its matching output can be expressed as
Case 2: whether data is 1 or 0 for S 2_base_odd (0, 2n + 1), the phase of its matching output can be expressed as
Afterward, MTD is used to matching filter outputs of even and odd symbols for estimation on doppler frequency VOLUME 6, 2018 of targets, respectively. And results are given as below
where l is the index of doppler frequency points, and seen from the results of MTD processing, both of peaks for a target locate at l 1 = 2vf 1 T p N /c − NT p f 1 and l 2 = 2vf 2 T p N /c − NT p f 2 in both channels, respectively. It means that peaks need be paired under multiple targets environment. Of course, we also wish to make peak-pair locate at the same position for a common target. And then, considering the N -point periodicity of MTD, f 1 T p and f 2 T p can be set as integers by selection for f 1 and f 2 to remove NT p f 1 and NT p f 2 terms. Moreover, both frequency points located from doppler frequency 2vf 1 T p N /c and 2vf 2 T p N /c need be the same, meaning that the difference of frequency must be less than an half MTD resolution, so
If the limitation is met, the location at peaks can be expressed as
After MTD, the value at peak can be given by
So the difference on above phases can be get
Finally, the equation (30) and (33) are simultaneously solved to get R and v. Notice that third term cannot be removed when f shift T p is non-integer. And the phase at peak can be estimated by arctan function, the range of P difference is [0, 2π), but that for arctan function is (−π, π) . Therefore, the phase acquired by arctan need be added 2π if it is negative, unless it will yield false results. Similarly, according to received signal model from equation (10), doppler peak and relationship between distance and phase for receiver 2 can be given as below
IV. SYSTEM PARAMETERS SETTING ON CFSK
According to requirement of desired maximum detection range R, velocity v and symbol transmission rate R s , it is necessary to select system parameters appropriately, including T p , N , f 1 , f 2 , f shift and B. So we describe the relationship between system parameters and its performance in this section. Considering the limitation of energy for a symbol with length T p and the inverse relationship between R s and T p , so the range of transmission and detection is longer but R s is lower along with increasing T p . Besides, T p need satisfy condition of T p > τ max − τ min in order to avoid inter-symbol interference.
According to equation (30), the velocity resolution and maximum unambiguous velocity can be obtained as follow Velocity resolution:
So velocity resolution is improved as N increasing but should not too large to avoid peak walking according to in equation (24) and equation (29).
Maximum unambiguous velocity:
Meanwhile, the maximum for velocity need consider together on equation (24), (29) and (36), and given as follow.
The accuracy of distance estimation: It can be seen from equation (26) that phase at peak is determined jointly by distance and velocity of target, so the phase resolution a and velocity resolution v have influenced on the ranging accuracy R.
Case 1: when the velocity of target is multiple of v, the real velocity can be obtained from output of MTD. So the ranging accuracy is For receiver 1: For receiver 2:
Case 2: when the velocity of target is not multiple of v, the maximum velocity error is v towards output of MTD. So the distance accuracy is
Maximum unambiguous distance: Due to 2π periodicity of phase from equation (33), its maximum unambiguous distance is limited as For receiver 1
For receiver 2 R unambiguous ≤ c 2π − mod 2πf shift T p , 2π 2πf shift
Seen from above in equation, maximum unambiguous distance is determined mainly by f shift . But f shift impacts on the location of peak S MTD_odd (l) in equation (28), here f shift is suggested to be a multiple of 1/NT p so that peak walks integral units. With consideration of the relationship between f shift and R max _unambiguous , f shift should be as small as possible, so the smallest one can be set as 1/NT p .
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In receiver 2, it just needs to utilize phases at symbol decision point to get information on distance and doppler of first arrival path or single target for receiver 2. On the contrary, it need utilize phases at all samples in each symbol for multitarget detection for receiver 1. Therefore, two simulations for the both receivers are given as below, and the parameters used in the simulation for receiver 2 and receiver 1 are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. 
A. THE SIMULATION FOR RECEIVER 2
Binary data for the previous ten symbols are assumed as follow Then Baseband echo signal can be shown as Fig. 8 . After frame synchronization, the even and odd symbols are extracted from channel 1 and channel 2 respectively, shown as Fig.8 (c) and (d) . And corresponding matching outputs are given as below.
Seen from Fig. 9 , there is a clear difference on magnitude between outputs of matching and mismatching. After comparing amplitude, odd data can be get as shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b), which is 0 1 1 1 0. And even data can be obtained as shown in Fig. 9 (c) and (d) , which is 1 0 1 1 0. At last, we can get the original data after parallel to single.
Afterwards, MTD is processed to get target information in the both channels after matching filter, and outputs are shown as below.
Seen from the Fig. 10(a) , the outputs amplitude of MTD in both channels are the same for a common target and its Doppler frequency locates at fourth frequency point. Considering velocity resolution for receiver 2 is c/ NT p f 0 = 5m/s, the estimation of velocity should be 20m/s. The result is concordant with our hypothesis. But its probability of detection turns to be lower as velocity of target increases, the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) under various SNR and different velocity of target is shown as below.
Afterwards, the phase difference at peak is extracted from the outputs of both MTD, shown as marker in Fig. 10(b) . According to above estimation of velocity and equation (35), the estimation of target distance R can be obtained, R estimation , as shown at the bottom of this page.
It is enough to prove that equation (33) is reasonable in spite of that it exists a little error, which results from approximation of phases from equation (19). On the other hand, the ranging accuracy relies on the precision of phase acquired that depends from the quantization levels. The figure 12 gives a relationship between ranging error and quantization levels, it has converge to a small error when quantization level reaches 8. And it shows that ranging accuracy is inversely proportional to f shift in accordance with equation (43).
Generally, the ADC's quantization levels, such as 14bit or 16bit, have been able to meet the requirement of high precision of phase. So the major problem focuses on the influence of noise on phase. For this, BER and detection performance with Various SNR are shown as Fig. 13 . In order to jointly evaluate the system performance, the normalized error of estimation towards distance and velocity are defined as
Seen from the Fig. 13 , it indicates that this system can distance estimation under multi-target environment spectrum gain of Chirp. And since that coherent processing is used on target detection module, integration gain can be obtained for target detection. Therefore, the performance on target detection maintains good when SNR=−20dB in spite of that BER has been declined seriously.
B. THE SIMULATION FOR RECEIVER 1 Figure 13 gives results of MTD on all samples in symbol for multi-target detection. Notice that frequency offset f shift = 66.67kHz is no longer integral multiple of 1/T p , according to equation (27) and (28), position of targets in even symbol channel turn to be shift periodical by f shift NT p = 200 units along Y axis, as shown in Fig.14 (a) and (b) . Of course, in order to make common target the same position in both channels, it should be shifted periodical by 200 units in reverse, as shown in Fig.14 (c) . Furthermore, reference time point for target detection turns to be moment of frame synchronization instead of initial time of signal transmitted, means that the coordinate of first arrival target is 0 in relative distance axis and others are just relative value to first arrival target in distance axis. Table 3 lists estimation of distance and velocity for all targets. Compared to single target environment in simulation A, the accuracy of distance estimation under multi-target environment has declined a little, resulting from non-ideal sidelobes. But accuracy of distance estimation is still smaller traditional distance resolution c/2B = 15m, as seen from target 2. From target 3, it indicates that limitation of velocity can reach maximum of unambiguity velocity in accordance with inequation (40). Besides, maximum of unambiguity distance is cT p /2 = 750m in traditional FMCW, but that in CFSK can be bigger, as seen from target 4. However, distance estimation comes from phase information in CFSK so that it is sensitive to noise. Here, results in SNR = −15dB are shown as Fig.15 .
From Table 4 , it can be seen that distance unambiguity turns up for target 3 and target 4 in FMCW but not in CFSK. Nevertheless, noise is still a serious negative influence on distance estimation in CFSK compared with FMCW.
VI. CONCLUSION
The CFSK waveform combined between FSK and Chirp signal is presented for radar-communication integration, which can achieve both radar and communication function simultaneously in the same frequency bandwidth, and the derivation of algorithm on CFSK system for dual function is described in detail. In this method, matching filter method is used to process chirp whether it is applied in communication or radar, so that the complexity of the signal processing can be reduced, and impacts of doppler on matching output is considered. Finally, some parameter settings is analyzed for system performance, and it is validated by several simulations.
